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-------------------------- - *The package contains the MultilineLabel class, which helps embed a Multiple-Line Label in a Web page. - You can design your own label or create a Slider that responds to a mouse or other Click event to create and edit a Multiline Label. - Use the MultiLabelPane class to group labels in your applet. - The MultiLineLabel class provides the MultiLineLabel, MultiLineLabelPane, and MultiLineLabelPaneLayout
classes to help you design a Multiple-Line Label, which you can place in a MultiLineLabelPane. - The MultiLineLabelPane class provides the MultiLineLabelPane and MultiLineLabelPaneLayout classes to help you design a Multiple-Line Label, which you can use with a MultiLineLabelPane. - The MultiLineLabelPaneLayout class provides the MultiLineLabelPaneLayout to help you design a Multiple-Line Label.
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java.awt.Label This label extends Label to support multiple lines. java.lang.Object A Label is a "visual container for a single string of text". It "does not have any other visual components attached to it". java.awt.TextField Label simply displays the label text. While this can be useful in some applications, it can have limitations that a larger and multiple line text field will overcome. A TextField will take any amount of text (limited only by
available memory) and re-size itself to fit. Advanced Multiline Label Features Multiline Label enables you to change the height of a cell. This cell contains the text, and by default, its height is 4 and the cell padding is 4. Changing the height gives you the ability to change the appearance of the cell by, for example, placing more text in the cell. Multiline Label extends Label to make it easy to create tables with text labels. Normally, you create
a Label and you add some properties to it to format the text. However, the properties of Label have limitations. For example, setting the size of the text to large will cause the Label to be too large to display on the screen. Label has a natural formatting concept. This concept is that every Label is formatted to have the same size regardless of the text in the Label. This feature enables you to set the text size, and the Label automatically resizes

itself appropriately. However, if you had a label containing a cell with text in it that was larger than the cell itself, this is not supported by the Label. Multiline Label does not inherit the default label properties from Label. Instead, Multiline Label has properties that you can set to change the cell properties. This is an easy way to change the label text size without worrying about whether the Label is bigger or smaller than it should be. Multiline
Label Examples Displaying text in cells The following code displays a multiline Label in a JDialog window, with a table of cells with text in them. package multilinelabel;import java.awt.Dimension;import java.awt.GridLayout;import java.awt.HeadlessException;import java.util.List;import javax.swing.DefaultListModel;import javax.swing.DefaultListSelectionModel;import jav 09e8f5149f
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=========================================================== A Java class that enables applet label text to be multiple lines. The package includes the Java class and a sample applet designed to help you embed the slider in your applications. Multiline Label Content: =========================================================== To enable the applet label to contain more than one line you need to
provide the line height and cell padding for each label. When you include this package in an applet you will see the multiline label in a frame. The default label width is set to the minimum size of the frame When you set the line height of the label to a large value the lines will appear stacked on top of each other. The label will have a minimum size to fit the longest line and each line will be padded at the start and end to allow the line to fit
When you set the line height to a small value the lines will appear side by side and the label will appear the same size as the width of the frame. Widget Style: =========================================================== The applet has a style sheet that defines how the widget appears. The default widget style includes a border, a background and a text color. You can change the background, border, padding and font of
the widget using the stylesheet included in the package. The widget style is defined in jlabels.css included in this package. When you set the padding of the label to 0 (zero) the default line height will be used. When you set the border of the label to Solid Line, the border will appear at the top, sides and bottom of the label. When you set the font of the label to Arial, the label will be bold and the default line height will be used. When you set
the font of the label to Verdana, the label will be sans-serif and the default line height will be used. Developing Applets =========================================================== Developer Toolbar: Save: This tool allows you to easily save the contents of a variable in the source of the class. Run: This tool creates a runnable applet based on the contents of the output on the left. You can choose to save the changes or
to run them. Exit: This tool will exit the application. Compile and Run: The compile and run tool is a handy tool that allows you to build your applet and run it without going

What's New in the Multiline Label?

* It is a great tool to be used in web pages and applets to include text in labels. * This package also creates a sample applet in which you can use the Multiline Label. * You can also change the font and foreground color. * Just include the classes provided in this package in your code and when you generate the applet, it will work! * The multiline label could include multiline text and background colors. It supports border and icon area
background colors. You can use multiple lines, padding, and cell spacing in any of the lines. * You can also change the border style and spacing between lines and cells in the multiple lines. The cell background color can be changed for the entire multiple line label or the cell background color can be changed for only the selected cell in the multiple line label. Multiline Label Sample applet: Multiline Label Package Contents: 1)
MultilineLabeler.java 2) ml.html 3) README.txt 4) Property-object.txt Description You can also change the border style and spacing between lines and cells in the multiple lines. The cell background color can be changed for the entire multiple line label or the cell background color can be changed for only the selected cell in the multiple line label. Related Downloads MultiLineLabel 12-Apr-2016 20:29 Anybody have any suggestions? So
let's say I'm going to use a multiline label for a project. Is there any way I can set each of the lines to vertical-align: top; or something along those lines? One question. I can just set the width of each line to be a fixed value so it will remain the same no matter how long it is. I'm still not sure how I can get the lines to be centered (vertically) inside the cell? Question How do I center the background of a cell and the text inside of the cell? I can't
seem to do anything on the background. The labels allow a background color. I want to know how to set the background for the entire multiple line label and the text inside of the cell
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System Requirements:

Dual Core CPU @ 2.6GHz 1GB RAM 500MB of available HDD space 1024x768 resolution Minimum Speed: Intel® Core™ i5-2500K Intel® Core™ i7-3770 AMD Athlon™ X4 750K Intel® Core™ i5-3570K AMD Phenom II X4 940 Intel® Core™ i5-4590K AMD Phenom II X4 965 AMD Phenom II X4 980
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